Trusted Data
Exchange for
Procure-to-Pay
Rapid, real-time reconciliation and
dispute management resolution through
improved P2P data collection

Accelerated
real-time matching
Enhanced cash visibility
Increased end-to-end
traceability
Improved mitigation of
regulatory risk

As organizations increasingly become connected in
business ecosystems of partners, secure data sharing
around relational and transactional processes is becoming
critical for B2B interactions.
Organizations are looking to seamlessly connect their
thousands of suppliers in a secure and traceable way, in
order to reconcile purchase orders, invoices, receipts, and
payments, and receive up-to-date and accurate data from
supplier IT systems.
To solve these challenges, organizations are leveraging
blockchain technology to facilitate connectivity and trusted
data exchange between business ecosystems, enabling a
new kind of database that leverages intelligent automation
and process optimization to store and trace data in a
distributed, veriﬁed, and secure way.

Enable secure and structured data
exchange with your business ecosystem
Capgemini’s Trusted Data Exchange for Procure-to-Pay (P2P) digitally connects your ecosystem of clients and partners
involved in the P2P process to enable structured data exchange in a trusted, private, traceable, and secure way.
Our solution integrates seamlessly to your existing systems to support complex digital P2P workﬂows that enhance
customer experience and mitigate your regulatory risk through improving your P2P data collection.
By streamlining and automating your processes, our solution enables a tamper-proof audit trail and end-to-end
traceability that delivers enhanced visibility over your entire P2P process, from purchase order to payment. In turn, this
helps you implement – what we call – a Frictionless Enterprise.

The Frictionless Enterprise
The Frictionless Enterprise seamlessly connects
processes and people, intelligently, as and
when needed. It dynamically adapts to your
organization’s circumstances to address each
and every point of friction in your business
operations.

Enhanced operational eﬃciency and
P2P visibility
Capgemini’s Trusted Data Exchange for Procure-to-Pay
improves your operational eﬃciency by streamlining and
automating your processes to provide enhanced visibility
and control over your entire P2P process.

At Capgemini, we have applied the Frictionless
Enterprise to enhance cohesion across our
entire suite of products and services. This
enables us to respond rapidly to your changing
requirements and deliver your speciﬁc business
outcomes in a value-focused way.

Compliance risk is mitigated through enhanced data quality
and enhanced P2P information sourcing, while regulatory
reporting is facilitated through an end-to-end and
tamper-proof audit trail. P2P tasks such as real-time
matching between process orders and invoices are
accelerated through improved data collection and
integration with third-party data providers.

We implement ways to detect, prevent, and
overcome frictions – leveraging our latest
thinking, organizational design, and intelligent
solutions to achieve our goal of eﬀortless
operations.

All of this delivers a range of business outcomes, including:
Accelerated real-time matching
Enhanced cash visibility
Increased end-to-end traceability
Improved mitigation of regulatory risk.

To learn more about how Capgemini’s Trusted Data Exchange for Procure-to-Pay
delivers rapid and real-time reconciliation and dispute management resolution,
contact: businessservices.global@capgemini.com
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